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ABSTRACT 

A new integrated digital . trunk network is 
currently being implemented by British 
Telecommunications plc (BT). This network and 
the switching systems in it have been extensively 
studied by the BT Teletraffic Division. This 
paper describes one area of the new network and a 
transient traffic profile that can occur under 
network failure conditions. The switching system 
processor, its load control scheme and a 
simulation model of the processor are outlined in 
the paper; the model has been used to predict 
processor performance under transient traffic 
conditions. The results of the simulation study 
and an approximate mathematical model describing 
them and suitable for use in network studies are 
presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The plan for an integrated digital network in the 
United Kingdom, now being implemented by British 
Telecommunications plc (BT), envlsages a 
completely new trunk network structure. This new 
network, and the switching units to be employed 
in it have been extensively studied by the BT 
Teletraffic Division. This paper describes one 
of the studies conducted on the switching units 
and [1] describes a study of the network itself. 

The switching units have been studied under a 
range of traffic conditions including normal 
loads, steady state overloads, transient 
overloads and partial failure conditions. A 
study of the switching unit processor performance 
under a transient traffic loading that could 
occur in the new netwock has been conducted using 
a simulation model of the processor. The 
processor itself, the load control scheme 
employed, and the simulation model are all 
discussed in the paper along with results 
obtained from the simulation of the transient 
overload. 

A full list of abbreviations used in the text is 
contained in Table 1. 

2 PSEUDO ·DIRECTIONAL NETWORK 

In the new trunk network structure some 400 
existing analogue trunk switching units are being 
replaced by about 60 Digital Main Switching Units 
(DMSUs). Most DMSUs will be singly located, 
fully interconnected and will switch traffic in 
both directions. In some large cities, however, 
the volume of trunk traffic to be switched will 
warrant two or more DMSUs. 

A particular case arises where two DMSUs are 
located in a large city and are required to be 
mutually supportive in the event of a system 
failure. To meet this need, a Pseudo-Directional 
network has been designed, as shown in Figure 1. 
Normally, one of the DMSUs carries all traffic 
incoming to the city and the other all traffic 
outgoing from the city. In the event of an 
imbalance between outgoing and incoming traffics, 
Automatic Al ternati ve Routing (AAR) is used to 
overflow traffic from the heavily loaded unit to 
the lightly loaded unit, which then carries 
traffic in both directions. Each DMSU secures 
the other and in the event of one DMSU failing, 
all calls proper to that unit would be offered to 
the other. This si tua tion has been judged to 
represent the worst possible case of DMSU 
overload likely to be encountered in the UK 
network. It was therefore selected for a 
teletraffic investigation of DMSU processor 
performance under extreme transient overload. 

Table 1 Abbreviations 

The following abbreviations are used in the text: 

AAR Automatic Alternative Routing 
AP Applications Program 
BT British Telecommunications plc 
CCP Call Control Process ' . 
CPU Central Processor Unit 
DMSU Digital Main Switching Unit 
DSP Digital Switching Process 
PA Process Allocator 
PLC Processor Load Control 
SP Signalling Process 
UK United Kingdom 
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Figure I 

Pseudo Directional Network 

3 TRANSIENT CALL ATTEMPT PROFILE 

The transient call attempt profile offered to a 
system under system failure conditions clearly 
depends on a very wide range of factors including 
network configuration, repeat attempts and 
network management. It was not necessary to 
consider all these factors in detail for the 
Pseudo Directional Network study since the main 
purpose of the study was to demonstrate the 
satisfactory operation of Processor Load Control 
under the severe transient call attempt overload 
conditions that could arise with the failure of 
one DMSU. Thus a 'worst case' transient was 
constructed, after consulting [2]. 

Many of the parameters defining the transient 
profile including: 

traffic type 
peak calling rate 
transient duration 

were arbitrarily sel~cted to give the worst 
possible representation of · the transient profile 
likely to be offered to the processor. 
Variations of this profile have been investigated 
to allow the effect of variation in the 
parameters to be determined. 

The transient call ~ttempt profile for which 
results are given in this paper is shown in 
Figure. 2. It corresponds to the entire traffic 
carried on the failed DMSU in Figure 1, being 
offered to the remaining DMSU in an interval of 
24 seconds. This profile was added to steady 
state traffic levels of normal load and 50% 
overload to obtain a total call attempt profile. 
This total call attempt profile, of course 

. represents a. gross over load of the DMSU 
processor. 
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Note: The total call attempt profile is 
obtained by adding a steady-state 
loading to this transient 

Fig. 2 Transient call attempt profile 

4 DMSU PROCESSOR 

The control processor which is used in each DMSU 
in the Pseudo Directional Network and the 
teletraffic simulation model of the processor are 
described ~n [3]. 

The processor is outlined in Figure 3. This 
shows that it consists of up to four CPU's and 
their associated hardware collectively termed a 
cluster. Clusters can be interconnected to 
provide additional processor power if required. 
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SP = Signalling process 
DSP = Digital switching process 
CCP = Call control process 

PA = Process allocator 

Fig.3 DMSU processor" 

The software on the processor is organised into a 
number of Application Programs (APs) performing 
such functions as signalling, switching, and call 
control. These APs are served in priority order. 
Each Ap · has its own process queue and the 
aggregate of all process queues is termed the 
System Queue. The scheduling of the APs and the 
communication between them is controlled by the 
Process Allocator (PA). 

Thus the processor is a multiserver priority 
queueing system and it has been simulated as such 
when determining the system performance under 
transient traffic conditions. 

5 PROCESSOR LOAD CONTROL 

The purpose of processor load control (PLC) is to 
regulate the work performed by the multiprocessor 
so that, under call-attempt over load or failure 
cond~tions, the number of tasks within the 
process queues does not build up to excessive 
levels. Should the total number of tasks exceed 
the maximum allowed in the System Queue, the 
consequences would be dire because the 
multiprocessor would cease handling any work at 
all and would need to be restarted. 

The multiprocessor uses a dual scheme to perform 
load control as shown in Figure 4. First, 
workload limits are used to control the 
acceptance or rejection of new calls (represented 
by sequences of the APs) such that the maximum 
number of calls in the setup phase at any instant 
does not exceed a given workload limit. A 
monitoring period of approximately 5 seconds is 
specified (the periodicity is adjustable) and in 
each period information is gathered on the CPU 
occupancies, the calls accepted, the calls 
reje.cted and the maximum number of calls in the 
setup phase. Based on this information, new 
workload limits are calculated for the next 
monitoring period to ensure that the aver~ge CPU 
occupancy does not exceed a specified ~value,!say 
0.9. 
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Fig. 4 Pr()cessor load control 

The second part of the scheme involves thresholds 
on the process queues and the system queue. If 
the number of tasks within a process queue, or 
the system queue exceeds a preset, upper 
threshold, an over load is indicated. End of 
overload occurs when ' the number of tasks is 
reduced below another preset, lower threshold. 
There exists a degree of flexibility as to the 
action invoked when an overload is in progress, 
but, generally, a process queue over load causes 
all new calls to be rejected for its duration and 
a system queue over load causes the input of all 
tasks from the peripheral units to be inhibited. 

The mode of operation of the dual load control 
scheme is such that, under call-attempt overload, 
regulation of the CPU occupancy enables the 
acceptance or rejection of new calls to be 
controlled in a stable and smooth manner. In 
more severe circumstances, such as a large 
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transient overload, the thresholds provide direct 
protection against an excessive number of tasks 
in a process queue or the system queue. 

6 PROCESSOR SIMULATION MODEL 

The performance of the processor has been 
observed using a simulation model. The model has 
been designed to simulate the interaction between 
PA , PLC and the AP' s for a single cluster with 
the added facility of being able to represent 
intercluster communication for a multicluster 
configuration. It has been progressively 
developed over a period of years from the early 
processor design concepts to the current 
multiprocessor, multicluster, configuration. 
This development of the model has been 
facilitated because, firstly, the process 
structure of the software has been carried 
forward almost unchanged through the major design 
changes of the multiprocessor hardware, and 
secondly, the decision was taken at an early 
stage that most of the multiprocessor design 
details would be defined through input data to 
the model. New multiprocessor designs have 
therefore been relatively easy to model by 
changing this data. 

The model has been programmed in PL/l and uses 
the Telesim event-by-event simulation package 
which has been specifically developed by the BT 
Teletraffic Division for teletraffic performance 
anal ysis. The T elesim package which runs on an 
IBM 3081 computer, undertakes the scheduling of 
events and provides for the handling of 
histograms and confidence interval routines. The 
model thus consists of a set of event-by-event 
action blocks, and Telesim schedules the action 
blocks to run in the order in which they occur in 
real time. 

The model provides the following main facilities: 

i a variable number of CPUs 
ii a variable number of APs 
iii a variable number of process sequences, 

representing call progression through the APs 
iv timing values for AP run times and PA run 

times 
v results giving details of: 

CPU occupancies 
AP occupancies 
AP queueing delays 
AP queue lengt~s 
processor grade of service 
behaviour of PLC parameters 
history of the above during a simulation run 

The model can generate a number of call arrival 
patterns including random (Poissonian) arrivals. 
The mean interarrival time of these random 

arrivals can itself be a function of time and 
this facility enables the model to be used to 
simulate the transient traffic conditions 
occurring in the Pseudo-Directional Network. 

7 RESULTS 

The processor performance observed using the 
simulation model is shown in Figure 5, 6 and 7. 
Each Figure includes two curves corresponding - to 
the observed performances of processors during 
the application of the transient call attempt 
profile from an initial steady state load of 
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Figure 5 shows that the processor continues to 
process some calls successfully during the 
transient period albeit at a poor grade of 
service, and recovers rapidly when the transient 
is removed. 

The processor occupancy observed under these 
transient conditions is illustrated in Figure 6. 
This shows that the occupancy rapidly rises to 
almost 1. O. At this occupancy the processor is 
accepting as many calls as possible and rejecting 
the remainder. • 
Figure 7 demonstrates two interesting features 
about the processor queue lengths observed: 

1 

2 

System queue length rises higher when the 
processor is initially carrying normal load 
than when it is initially overloaded. This 
reflects the fact that the procesor load 
control parameters are set to accept a 
smaller increase in call attempt rate at 
overload than at normal load. 

System queue length remains below its 
threshold, set for the purpose of this study 
at 300, and well below its limit of 600 
throughout the transient. This means that, 
referring to Figure 4, all new calls are 
either carried or rejected and no new demands 
from the signalling systems are inhibited. 
Hence all calls that have been accepted and 
are in setup continue to completion and all 
cleardowns are sucessfully processed. 

Thus the results show that under severe transient 
overloads the processor will continue to accept 
some call attempts. The remainder will be 
rejected and routed to tone in a controlled 
manner, with normal operation quickly being 
restored once the transient overload condition is 
removed. 
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Further results showed the effect of varying the 
somewhat arbitrarily chosen transient parameters: 

traffic type -

the major effect of the traffic type is to 
determine the loading offered to the processor 

peak calling rate -

the . peak calling rate primarily determines 
processor occupancy and if that becomes excessive 
determines the grade of service occuring during 
the transient 

transient duration -

the results show that the processor recovers 
rapidly from transient overloads and thus the 
transient duration has little effect on processor 
performance other than determining the time at 
which the processor returns to normal. 

8 PERFORMANCE MODEL 

In studies of networks containing switching 
systems, such as [4], it is desirable to have a 
simple model of system performance. In studies 
of the steady state performance of these networks 

ithe grade of service at a system is often 
obtained from the equations: 

a + r = T 
a.A + r.R· = K 

where 

a 
r 
T 

A 
R 
K 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 

accepted calling rate 
rejected calling rate 
total (offered) calling rate 

processing effort to accept a call 
processing effort to reject a call 
total processing effort available 

These can, of course, readily be solved to give a 
grade of service for the system at any given 
calling rate. 

The equations do' not give a good description of 
the performance observed during the transient 
conditons. This is primarily because they assume 
equal arrival rates for call set-ups and 
cleardowns which is clearly not valid during 
transient conditions. Under these conditions the 
performance is better described by 

a (1) + r(l) = T 
a (l).A(l) + a(2).A(2) 
+ r(l).R(l) + r(2).R(2) = K 
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where 

a(l) = rate at which new calls are aGcepted 
a(2) = rate at which accepted calls cleardown 

and so on for other terms 

The system grade of service can be evaluated from 
these equations in a similar manner to that used 
earlier, provided that the cleardown rates, a(2) 
and r(2), are available, 

Thus the performance of a switching system under 
transient traffic conditions, can be obtained 
from equations similar to those used to obtain 
the performance under steady state conditions, 
It is interesting to observe, however, that the 
result is non-Markov ian as the current state of 
the system is dependent upon previous states, in 
as much as these determine the call cleardown 
rates, The implications of this observation have 
not been investigated, 

9 CONCLUSION 

This paper has described a network with AAR and 
the transient traffic conditions that can occur 
in such a network, It has also described the 
processor provided at the switching nodes, the 
load control scheme employed in the processor, 
and a computer simulation of the processor, 

The simulation model was used to evaluate the 
performance of the processor under transient 
traffic conditions and the results of this 
analysis are presented, An approximate 
mathematical ' model of the observed performance, 
suitable for inclusion in network studies, is 
also presented, 
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